Introductory Mechanics
Getting Started
Now begin journey along the path to learning physics
I am a theoretical physicist and that will be reflected in my approach to teaching this subject
and
to helping you understand the physics of classical particle mechanics.
We need to be able to talk to each other about this subject.
Must first discuss language of particle mechanics and of physics in general.
Important to realize that language of physics is mathematics.
Might be possible to gain understanding of early topics in study of physics using models
and
everyday experience along with using a non-mathematical language (words).
But approach will fail as soon as start to investigate modern areas of physics.
As delve deeper into physical phenomena will find making models fails to bring any understanding at all.
So need to get into habit of using mathematics from beginning.
In my view, only way to understand universe that physicists presently studying is using mathematics.

In this class, use differential and integral calculus, simple differential equations, vector analysis,
Cartesian and plane-polar coordinate systems, difference equations, computational numerical methods
and simulation techniques.
In later courses, use techniques from linear algebra, matrix theory, multivariable calculus, Fourier theory,
partial differential equations, modern algebra, group theory, complex analysis, tensor analysis, geometry
and topology.
Theoretical physicist, must be equally adept at mathematics and physics.
No way to separate two subjects if want to understand universe at fundamental level.
I expect that you know how to do derivative and integrals.
Otherwise, see

http://www.johnboccio.com/Advanced/calculus.pdf

For any other mathematics that I use in lectures, will discuss in class.
I will start physics from square zero.
Do this to be sure that basic material understood by everyone in same way.
At beginning, often discussing or defining seemingly obvious quantities.
Very important, however, since if do not understand and properly define fundamental quantities in theory
have no hope of using them properly to understand physical systems.
My bias about importance of understanding basis of theory at every stage will be reflected in way pursue
physics involved in course.
My expectation is that this class will have more interaction during the lectures.
Ask questions as we go along.

Units and Dimensions
Theoretical physics cannot be done in room without windows.
Theoretical physics based on observations carried out by experimental physicists.
Without any observations of universe I might, by accident, think up a theory like special relativity.
But no way could set scale associated with theory without measuring speed of light c.
Could not understand details of gravity without measuring gravitational constant G.
Or quantum mechanics without measuring Planck’s constant h,̵
Or electrodynamics without measuring charge of electron e.
Standard units in physics is M(eter) K(ilogram) S(econd) system or S(ysteme)I(nternational) d’Unites.
Based on 3 quantities
meter

= unit of length

kilogram = unit of mass
second
Also need to define unit of charge

= unit of time

coulomb = unit of charge

All other units for physical quantities derived from basic set of 4 definitions.
See text for History of Units, Metric Prefixes and Greek Letters
I expect you to know the Prefixes and the Greek letters.

Mathematical Preliminaries
Coordinate Systems or Reference Frames
To study any physical system must define coordinate system or reference frame.
Allows us to relate theoretical concepts to experimental measurements.
Choose origin. Location arbitrary. Determined by system under consideration.
Choose origin so equations as simple as possible and extraneous complications involved eliminated.
Experimental evidence says that no physics can depend on choice of origin.
Next choose coordinate axes.
Number of coordinates needed to describe physical system = number of coordinate axes needed.
Determined by physical dimension of space associated with system.
Most problems in this class need 1 or 2 dimensions and occasionally 3 or 4 dimensions.
Cartesian Coordinate Axes
1 Dimension:
1 coordinate axis = origin + line through origin in direction of motion + scale(arbitrary)
= x-axis as shown
No general rules follow
from 1 dimensional case.

2 Dimensions:
Each coordinate axis is line defined by setting all other coordinates = 0.
x-axis = line y = 0

,

y-axis = line x = 0

In general, axes are chosen orthogonal(perpendicular).
Does not affect physics involved,
but leads to great simplification in algebra involving vectors.
We choose so-called right-handed arrangement of axes
as shown
3 dimensions:
Coordinate axis is line defined by setting all other coordinates = 0.
x-axis = line y = 0 and z = 0
y-axis = line x = 0 and z=0
z-axis = line x = 0 and y=0
Choose right-handed arrangement as shown.

Vectors
~ to designate vectors.
Use arrow notation V

Vector can be defined in several equivalent ways:

Length/Direction
Geometrically, vector is directed line segment.

Has magnitude and direction. Often represent as arrow.

To completely specify vector requires n pieces of information: where n = dimension of space.
1 dimensional vector = (± length of vector) where ± depends on direction = 1 number.
2 dimensional vector = (length, angle) where angle measured from x-axis = 2 numbers.
3 dimensional vector = (length, 2 angles) = 3 numbers.
Algebra of vectors
If 2 vectors have same length and direction —> equal
How would you actually compare two vectors to see if equal?
Very important when one discusses GR.
Inverse of a vector has same length and opposite direction and vector
multiplied by number has length multiplied by number and same direction

Addition of two vectors defined by geometric rule

Difference(subtraction) of two vectors is defined by geometric rule

Alternatively, can simply define vector as mathematical object represented by set of numbers.
1-dimensional vector is single number with sign indicating direction of vector(only two directions in 1
dimension) and magnitude designating length of vector

Definition: n-tuple is set of n numbers, i.e., 4-tuple = (2,3,6,1).
1 dimensional vector = (± length of vector) where ± depends on direction = 1-tuple
2-dimensional vector is set of two numbers.
First number represents vector in 1-direction or x-direction.
Second number represents a vector in 2-direction or y-direction.

Can be any two perpendicular directions.
Vector represented by two numbers is vector sum of two vectors along axes.
2 dimensional vector = (length, angle) where angle measured from x -axis
= 2-tuple = (amount1, amount2) —> equivalent

p
Length of vector is defined to be square root of sum of squares of two numbers ( 72 + 52 )

Direction specified by angle θ where

tan ✓ = 7/5

Simple results only hold for Cartesian axes that are orthogonal(perpendicular).
Finally, a 3 dimensional vector = (length, 2 angles) = 3-tuple or three lengths (x,y,z).
Although representing mathematical essence of vector, sets of numbers or n-tuples not convenient for
physics of particle mechanics (will be more appropriate in quantum theory).
Instead develop general vector properties and equations in terms of special vectors called unit vectors.
Unit Vectors
~
Unit vectors are vectors with length = 1 (use notation ˆ to designate unit vectors). An arbitrary vector A
~ = Aû.
of length A in direction of a particular unit vector û is designated by A
~ by the
We can construct a unit vector in the direction of any given vector A
~ = length of the vector
~
construction û = A/A
, where we have defined A = |A|

In order to proceed deeper we must define the concept of basis vectors.

~
A

.

Basis vectors definition
Set of unit vectors = basis if any other vector in space can be written in terms of basis set.
In particular, means that any other vector in space can be written as sum vectors which are multiples of
basis vectors.
Determination of a General Vector
Clear that can always do this with set of unit vectors aligned along Cartesian axes.
Define set of 3 Cartesian basis vectors

ê1 , ê2 , ê3 = î, ĵ, k̂ = x̂, ŷ, ẑ

oriented as shown

Then any arbitrary vector r⃗ can be constructed
from these three unit vectors shown

It is clear from this direct construction that
~=A
~1 + A
~2 + A
~ 3 = A1 ê1 + A2 ê2 + A3 ê3 =
A

3
X
i=1

Ai êi

where quantities A1, A2, A3 are lengths vectors A⃗ 1, A⃗ 2, A⃗ 3 and given this set of Cartesian basis vectors
can easily construct any other vector in space as shown

Components - Three numbers (A1, A2, A3) called
components of vector A⃗ along respective Cartesian
directions.

Vector Algebra

In terms of components can easily do vector algebra:

~ = A1 ê1 + A2 ê2 + A3 ê3 =
A
~ = B1 ê1 + B2 ê2 + B3 ê3 =
B

3
X

i=1
3
X
i=1

~=
A

A1 ê1

A2 ê2

A3 ê3 =

Ai êi = (A1 , A2 , A3 )
Bi êi = (B1 , B2 , B3 )
3
X

Ai êi = ( A1 , A2 , A3 )

i=1
3
X

~ = cA1 ê1 + cA2 ê2 + cA3 ê3 = c
cA

i=1

Ai êi = (cA1 , cA2 , cA3 )

All forms used are equivalent. Then have
~+B
~ = A1 ê1 + A2 ê2 + A3 ê3 + B1 ê1 + B2 ê2 + B3 ê3
A
= (A1 + B1 )ê1 + (A2 + B2 )ê2 + (A3 + B3 )ê3
3
X

(Ai + Bi )êi = (A1 + B1 , A2 + B2 , A3 + B3 )

i=1

~
A

~ = A1 ê1 + A2 ê2 + A3 ê3
B
= (A1
=

3
X

(Ai

B1 )ê1 + (A2
Bi )êi = (A1

B1 ê1

B2 ê2

B2 )ê2 + (A3
B1 , A2

B3 ê3
B3 )ê3

B2 , A3

B3 )

i=1

Thus, vector addition and subtraction easily done in terms of components.
Now define two distinct and very useful products of vectors.
Will define these new products in terms of their effects on basis vectors of space.
All properties of general vectors can then be derived from these defining relations as we will see.
Dot or Scalar Product (⋅)
In terms of basis vectors define scalar product operation(symbol = ⋅) by relations:

ê1 · ê1 = ê2 · ê2 = ê3 · ê3 = 1

and

ê1 · ê2 = ê2 · ê1 = ê3 · ê1 = ê1 · ê3 = ê2 · ê3 = ê3 · ê2 = 0

Very cumbersome relations. Can compact relations by defining new mathematical object.
Kronecker Delta (

ij

)

then set of relations defining scalar product written concisely as
êi · êj =

ij

for i, j = 1, 2, 3

New mathematical object has very useful properties. In particular,
X
X
Aj ij = Ai $
Aj 2j = 21 A1 + 22 A2 +
X
j

j

Aj B k

23 A3

= A2

j

jk

= Ak B k $

Relations for General Vectors

X

Aj B 3

j3

= A1 B 3

13

+ A2 B 3

23

+ A3 B 3

33

= A3 B 3

j

Now consider two general vectors defined by

Note dummy indices, i.e.,
3
X
i=1

Bi êi =

3
X
j=1

Bj êj =

3
X

m=1

Bm êm

All of these expression are the
same formula!
Indices —> dummy indices

Now obtain using defining relations

or using full power of new mathematical notation (hold onto your hats!!)

Note that

or
as usual

Using scalar product can give general definition for component of vector along particular direction.

i.e., component of vector in given direction is scalar product of vector with unit vector in that direction.
Other Properties
Since any two vectors define single plane, can restrict attention to only that plane and write both vectors
as 2-dimensional vectors in plane. Assume that have chosen x- and y-axes to lie in plane —> have
situation as shown:
then have

Another (geometrical) way to define component of
vector along particular direction is to find projection
of vector on that direction as shown:
Component of B⃗ in direction of A⃗ is projection of B⃗ onto A⃗
and as can be seen given by ∣B⃗ ∣cosθ and component of B⃗ in
direction of C⃗ is projection of B⃗ onto C⃗ and as can be seen
given by ∣B⃗ ∣sinθ.

Using result have

where have defined (θB − θA) = θ angle between vectors.

Very useful relationship —>

Now define Einstein summation convention, which assumes summation anytime that repeated index
appears in same term.
Using convention above relations look like

becomes

Much cleaner!!
For complicated vector algebra, summation convention dramatically reduces amount of writing needed!
Using convention is standard at advanced level.
In this class will use summation symbols - feel free, however to use the summation convention.
Geometry of Space
For general vectors A⃗ and B⃗ , scalar product gives

and length-squared of vector is
In 2-dimensions (completely general result because any 2 vectors form 2-dimensional plane) have
as shown next slide

These components of unit vector
In general,

called direction cosines.
, and so on, so that

For general vector
Leads to general rule
where

as we derived earlier.

Example
Given two vectors

Plot vectors

Calculate the scalar product A⃗ ⋅ B⃗

What is angle between two vectors

Cross or Vector Product (×)
In terms of basis vectors define cross product of two vectors by relations:

Permutation
To make sense of next definition must ask question - what are permutations?
Given set of numbers, say (123), then permutation = rearrangement of numbers
Define even and odd permutations in terms of number of moves takes to return new arrangement or
permutation to original order (123), where each move can exchange only two adjacent numbers.
Therefore,

Epsilon (εijk) (Levi-Civita symbol) - Extremely important in advanced physics
Now define new mathematical object called permutation symbol by relationship

Therefore, we have ε123 = ε321 = ε231 = 1, ε213 = ε132 = ε321 = −1 and all others = 0.
Using new object can write defining relations for cross product as

Examples

Direction of vector product vector perpendicular to plane of two vectors involved (i.e., perpendicular to
both vectors). Proof:

This derivation is clear demonstration of how powerful new mathematical objects are when doing
algebra with vectors.
Relations for General Vectors
Consider two general vectors defined by

We then obtain using defining relations for cross product

or using full power of new mathematical notation

where use has been made of dummy indices and relation
As a check, expand last equation to get

which agrees with earlier result. Note that only wrote down nonzero terms in expansion.
Some useful properties of permutation symbol are:

Other Useful Properties
As before, since any 2 vectors define plane can restrict attention to that plane and write both vectors as 2dimensional vectors in plane. Assume that have chosen x- and y-axes to lie in plane. In this case, have
situation as shown. In this case, have

or

Very useful relationship since can now state
If A⃗ × B⃗ = 0, then A⃗ is parallel to B⃗ or if A⃗ is parallel to B⃗ , then A⃗ × B⃗ = 0
parallel defined by cross-product; perpendicular defined by dot product
Right-Hand Rule
For any two vectors A⃗ and B⃗ , vector product A⃗ × B⃗ is vector with magnitude ∣A⃗ ×B⃗ ∣ = ∣A⃗ ∣∣B⃗ ∣sinθ and
direction perpendicular to plane determined by A⃗ and B⃗ ; direction determined by rotating A⃗ into B⃗ in
same sense as defining relations:
ê1 ⇥ ê2 = ê3 , ê2 ⇥ ê3 = ê1 , ê3 ⇥ ê1 = ê2

Finally, cross-product also illustrates property of element of surface area that is not obvious,
i.e., that surface area element is not a scalar quantity (magnitude only), but is actually a vector.
Will see later on in discussions that need to specify orientation of an area in some physical systems.
Consider area of quadrilateral formed by two vectors as shown
If assign direction to an area element as shown

area = base × height = CDsinθ = ∣C⃗ × D⃗ ∣

then represent area element
by vector A⃗ = C⃗ × D⃗ .

Associated direction is orthogonal to area element.
Have two possible choices for this vector (±).
Usual choice determined by right-hand rule(as shown),
i.e., rotate C⃗ into D⃗ and A⃗ points in direction right-handed screw would move!
Why introduce εijk ?
(1) Easiest way to do complicated vector algebra in 3-dimensions.
(2) For higher dimensions εijk only way to go.
(3) Natural transition to other areas of mathematics that are important in physics in later courses.
Example of use in complex vector identity proof (Illustration of Einstein summation convention):

Do that derivation without the permutation symbol and you will see what I mean!

Examples:
Given two vectors
Determine the vector product

~⇥B
~
A

Find angle between two vectors

Vectors are orthogonal!
Can check by calculating scalar product,
which should be zero.

Some physical quantities that we will encounter in this course:
Scalars:
m = mass , E = energy

Vectors:
r⃗ = position vector,

dr⃗ = displacement vector,
F⃗ = Force vector ,

a⃗ = acceleration vector ,
ω⃗ = angular velocity vector ,

v⃗ = velocity vector

p⃗ = momentum vector

L⃗ = angular momentum vector ,

τ⃗ = torque vector

Quantities involving scalar or cross products:
work = dW = F⃗ ⋅ dr⃗,
✓

1
~
~
~
F = q E + ~v ⇥ B
c

◆

v⃗ = ω⃗ × r⃗,

L⃗ = r⃗ × p⃗,

τ⃗ = r⃗ × F⃗

= Lorentz force law for charged particle in electromagnetic field

Kinematics
Vectors and vector relations very useful for description of motion in physical systems.
Main task of subject of mechanics is to determine position of an object as function of time.
Will derive all of equations in 2 dimensions.
Sufficient to illustrate all of vector nature of motion in a physical system.
Resulting equations are generalized to 3 dimensions in straightforward manner
and 1 dimensional motion is an easy special case.
Position vector is vector from origin of coordinate system to object. Represented by

where these quantities are shown in figure (in 2 dimensions)
for one particular location of object.
The position vector is dependent on choice of origin
(it is actually the relative position).

In 3 dimensions, have picture shown

As particle moves, position vector changes as shown
Curve formed by tip of successive position vectors as function of time
called path of motion.
In 3 dimensions can have as shown

Change in position vector during a time interval called displacement vector as shown
i.e., D⃗ = r⃗2 −r⃗1
Note that displacement vector is independent of choice of origin.
Now suppose that for general motion between time t and time t+∆t
we have path shown
where
~r(t) = x(t)î + y(t)ĵ

,

~r(t +

t) = x(t +

t)î + y(t +

t)ĵ

Note that Cartesian unit basis vectors do not change with time.
Most important reason for choosing Cartesian coordinates is fact
basis vectors are independent of time. Will see difficulty later on
when not true for different set of basis vectors when using planepolar coordinates.
~ = ~r = ~r(t + t) ~r(t)
D
Continuing, have displacement vector
= (x(t + t) x(t))î + (y(t +

t)

y(t))ĵ =

xî +

Equating components, —> original vector equation equivalent to two (= number of dimensions)
algebraic equations
∆x = x(t + ∆ t) − x(t) , ∆y = y(t + ∆ t) − y(t)

y ĵ

Velocity Vector
Average velocity v⃗av of particle as moves along path during time interval t to t + ∆ t defined to be

Using average velocity vector can define velocity vector(instantaneous velocity) at time t
as limit of v⃗av as ∆ t → 0.

This implies that

Result simple because Cartesian unit vectors do not change with time
(their directions and magnitudes are constant).
Will not be case later for other types of basis vectors (different coordinate systems).

Before we figure out direction of velocity vector, consider following.
Digression on Properties of the Derivative of a Vector
Important to realize that derivative of vector function is very different than derivative of scalar function.
This is so because vector function can change its direction as well as change its magnitude.
Consider some vector function of t, namely, A⃗ (t). Then

Can always write
∆A⃗ = ∆A⃗ (parallel to A⃗ ) + ∆A⃗ (orthogonal to A⃗ )
as shown
Consider two special cases when only one
of these two components is non-zero.

(1) Orthogonal component = 0 or change in the vector is always parallel to vector.
In this case, only magnitude (or length)
of vector changes and direction
remains constant as shown. The vector
can only get longer or shorter.

(2) Parallel component = 0 or change in vector always orthogonal to vector.
In this case, only direction of vector changes and magnitude (or length) remains constant as shown
Can be proved in general using scalar product. We have

-> magnitude is constant. Path of arrowhead is a circle of radius A.
Relative to Path of Motion
Direction of velocity vector is limiting direction of ∆ r⃗ as ∆ t → 0, since, in this limit have

Using result, can be seen from figure that direction of
velocity vector is tangent to path of motion at any time.
Formal proof involves tricky geometry and is done at next
level.

Acceleration Vector
Similarly, can define corresponding acceleration vectors

This vector equation equivalent to two (= number of dimensions) algebraic equations

Average acceleration a⃗av of particle as moves along path during time interval ∆ t defined to be

In terms of average acceleration can define instantaneous acceleration at particular instant of time,
namely, time t by

Relative to Path of Motion

As can be seen from figure

if acceleration not constant in direction, then acceleration
vector always has component orthogonal to path of motion
directed towards center of curvature at any time.
If acceleration is constant in direction, then motion is
along straight line.
Formal Solution of the Equations of Motion
The kinematic equations of motion are:

Correspond to 6 algebraic equations

Given a⃗(t) can formally solve(using integration) equations for r⃗(t) as follows:

Clearly, need to know “two initial conditions” xi(t0) and vi(t0) to complete solution.
Special Case - Constant Acceleration (motion in one direction, say x)

We then obtain the results

Another very useful result can be derived as follows:

These are key equations of constant acceleration kinematics.
An Example
Consider particle falling vertically (y-axis) in earth’s gravitational field as in figure

Very easy experiment to do.
If use CCD camera and stroboscope to
record particle positions (spots on
photograph) as function of time, then obtain
computer image in figure
Can then measure position(distance from
origin) as function of time y(t) and use data
to discuss kinematics of motion of falling
body.
Suppose have data shown in table below:

Plot of data looks like (square symbols):

If fit polynomial(curve) to data, get good fit with parabola formula

Therefore, for data set above have

So, in one dimensional motion, a constant acceleration produces quadratic dependence on t.
Easy to see by working out result using equations derived.
If, instead of being given function y(t), which allows us to calculate vy(t) and ay(t) by differentiation,
given ay(t), can then calculate vy(t) and y(t) by integration.

For experimental data where ay(t) = −9.8 = constant (as in example above) have

Acceleration of freely falling body defined = g and exact measurements give value g = 9.8064 m/sec2.
More examples
(1) Water rocket launched upwards with velocity of 98 m/s from top of a building that is 100 m high.
Assume that acceleration due to gravity is 9.8 m/s2 downwards.
(a) What is the maximum height it reaches above the ground?
(b) What is the time required to reach the maximum height?
(c) What is its velocity when it hits the ground?
(d) What is the total time to reach the ground?
We choose

positive direction upwards as shown
origin of the y-axis at the ground
t0 = 0
y(0) = +100 m
2
ay = −g = −9.8 m/s

At time t kinematic equations of motion are then

I derived all equations here, but often in problems only need some of them!

At maximum height vy = 0. Therefore

Water rocket hits ground when y(tgr)= 0. Therefore

(2) A flower pot falls from a window ledge 36 ft above the pavement.
(a) What is the velocity of the flower pot just before it strikes the ground?

(b) The flower pot falls past a window partway down with a speed of 24 ft/s. How far above this
window was the ledge?

Two-Dimensional Motion
Case #1 - No air resistance
Suppose have projectile that is launched with velocity v0 in direction making angle θ with horizontal as
shown
Acceleration in case of motion near surface of earth given by

Later when consider motion farther from earth will need to use full version of Newton’s law of
gravitation.
Start with initial conditions

Kinematic equations of motion are

These are easily solved for all relevant physical quantities as follows.
At maximum height or altitude
or
We then have

Equation of path of motion given by

Finally, range R or maximum x-distance given by

since time (tmax) to fall from maximum height is same as time (tmax) to reach maximum height.
Can be seen as follows: starting from ymax with vy = 0 at t = 0 have equation for y-motion

Parabola is symmetric around x = R/2 and angle that velocity vector makes with horizontal at impact is
same as that at launch.
As show later in course, path of motion(when do not assume acceleration due to gravity is
constant) is actually part of an ellipse - well approximated by parabola near surface of earth.

Example - A Monkey and a Gun
A monkey hunter sits on ground armed with a tranquilizer dart gun.
She aims at a monkey hanging from a tree.
Startled by noise of the gun, monkey lets go of branch at same instant that dart leaves gun.
Explain why dart will strike monkey as he falls to ground. As shown in figure
Monkey position given by
and dart position given by

Let us calculate time when dart reaches xd = L.
Since speed in x-direction is constant, have

Now calculate yd(tL), ym(tL) using tan θ = h/L.

We get a tranquilized monkey!
For Class Discussion
Two identical balls aimed at each other as in figure.
Balls are thrown simultaneously with same speed.
Discuss which of following statements
about subsequent motion is correct.

(a) Ball thrown from top hits the ground first.
(b) The two balls collide in midair.
(c) They reach the ground at the same time

H = L = 100
v0 = 30

H = L = 100
v0 = 40

H = 200 L = 100
v0 = 30

Monkey and Gun

Octave codes

Projectile - No air resistance

Class Discussion

Case #2 - Air resistance proportional to velocity
In this case, have acceleration ~a =

kvx î

(g + kvy )ĵ , which now includes an air resistance term.

We start off with same initial conditions x0 = x(0) = y0 = y(0) = t0 = 0; vx0 = v0cosθ, vy0 = v0sinθ.
The kinematic equations of motion are

More complicated to solve. Formally, equations called differential equations (during class will learn
techniques that enable us to solve several types of differential equations).
In this case, can be solved using standard integration methods as follows

which says that velocity in x-direction exponentially decreases to zero. Then have

g
which says that velocity in y-direction exponentially decreases to a constant velocity vt =
k
(downwards) called terminal velocity.
Z
1 kt
kt
We can now use integral
e dt =
e
+ C to integrate these equations once more and
k
determine x(t) and y(t). We have

which says that maximum range in x-direction is

v0
cos ✓
k

which says y(t) decreases linearly with time after a long time.
Physical properties of the solutions
Maximum possible value of x(t → ∞) is

v0
cos ✓
k

As t → ∞ , vx → 0 so that velocity as returns to ground approaching vertical (no x-component).
A plot of these results helps us visualize what is happening.
Plot in figure is a set of curves representing path of motion for projectiles with different air-resistance
values (k), where k = 0 corresponds to zero air-resistance case (parabolic motion).

Paths shown are for k = 0.0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25.
So using our kinematic relations and our ability to use
calculus can now solve some non-trivial problems.

Plane Polar Coordinates (“Toto, we are not in Kansas anymore!”)
An alternate set of coordinates in 2 dimensions that is more appropriate for some problems (such as our
later discussion of central forces and planetary motion) is plane polar coordinates defined in diagram in
figure
where

Uniform Circular Motion in 2 Dimensions
Begin discussion with simple two dimensional motion, namely, uniform circular motion.
In uniform circular motion have following restrictions:

and

Time T that takes particle to complete one complete revolution or rotate around origin through angle of
∆θ = 2π called period.
We have

Therefore, can write for rotating position vector
where did it start?

Corresponds to constant length r and position vector rotating with constant angular speed ω.
Velocity vector then given by

Note that

and

which says velocity vector always perpendicular to position vector.

Looks like

In fact, for any circular motion (r = constant), whether uniform or not,
position vector is orthogonal to velocity vector since

Calculate acceleration vector in same manner. How do we know that acceleration is nonzero?

radial

Have

In uniform circular motion, acceleration vector always points radially inward as shown.
Called centripetal acceleration.
One again get constant magnitude velocity
vector because velocity vector and
acceleration vector are always orthogonal.

General Motion
Now consider polar coordinates for general motion.
Difficult stuff - will regard this as first pass only.
Will return to subject several times, hopefully increasing understanding each time.
Will need to use polar coordinates extensively outside of circular motion case near end of class when
discuss motion in gravitational field, solar system and interplanetary rockets.
Position, Velocity and Acceleration in General
Define two new unit vectors
r̂ (= êr ) and ✓ˆ (= ê✓ ) as shown
This pair of unit vectors will form basis
set for plane-polar coordinates.

We have
Can you draw the diagrams showing these components(see below)?
Note, three unit vectors

ˆ k̂
r̂, ✓,

form basis for 3-dimensional space since:

Pair r̂, ✓ˆ
forms basis(set of vectors that can use to construct all other vectors) for plane-polar
coordinates. Know can write any arbitrary vector in terms of Cartesian unit vectors

where
Similar construction works for pair r̂, ✓ˆ
Have
where

. Since

Generalizing, can say that three unit vectors êr , ê✓ , êk form a basis for 3-dimensional space since:

Called cylindrical polar coordinates.

Mathematically, all these sets of vectors are equivalent and all present same difficulties when used in
proofs.
In physics, are still mathematically equivalent, but big operational difference between new unit vectors
and Cartesian unit vectors in that new unit vectors not necessarily constant in time (their directions
change as particle moves around).
Can easily see this by drawing a picture of a particle moving along a curve and attaching unit vectors at
several points.
In some problems however, greatly simplify derivations and lead to enhanced understanding of physical
system under investigation —> why we study them.
Can now work out velocity and acceleration vectors by differentiation.
Follow this closely.... it is straightforward but very tedious.

Differentiating and using chain rule, get

so that

Does it make sense? A theoretical physicist always checks new relations using special cases to make sure
they make sense.
Consider case of uniform circular motion. Have

as we found before.

Continuing with supernova of all calculations

Now

so that

Does it make sense? Again consider case of uniform circular motion. Have

as we found before.
Let us return to circular motion and review earlier discussion and see if can learn anything new using
these general relations and maybe generalize earlier results. Theoretical physicists often do this.

Circular Motion - using plane-polar coordinates
From earlier derivation have

For uniform circular motion have

which says that

Assume that circular path is in x - y plane and define vector

Picture of this motion with
associated vectors shown in figure

Can then write
Three vectors (r⃗, v⃗, ω⃗ ) and their relationships suggest existence of single equation relating these
quantities given by
This is kind of thing a theoretical physicist does .......
Clearly, it works in this special case since all three vectors are mutually orthogonal. Try it!
Will see later that this equation is generally true.
Will return to equation later in course as try to understand quantity called angular momentum.
Acceleration then given by

Again, vector relationship clearly works in this special case.
Try it!
Will find out later in course that is also general result.
Picture with more general choice of origin,
which illustrates all relationships, shown in figure

As have seen, in special case where r = constant(circular motion),
angular velocity vector ω⃗ has constant direction.
If circle lies in x-y plane, then !
~ = ✓˙k̂ = ! k̂ . If define angular acceleration vector by

then since direction of ω⃗ is constant, can write

Now, suppose that α is a constant. Can then integrate equation above to determine ω(t) and θ(t) as
functions of time

Another very useful result can be derived as follows:

If α = 0, then have uniform circular motion as described earlier.

Example
The angular velocity of a wheel increases uniformly from 20 sec−1 to 30 sec−1 in 5 sec. Calculate the
angular acceleration and the total angle through which it has rotated.

Now choosing t = ∆ t = 5 sec we get

Look at example which shows that non-Cartesian coordinates can be very tricky and non-intuitive.
Example - Radial Motion without Acceleration
Suppose that particle moves with θ = ω = constant and r(t) = r0 e

t

We then have for acceleration in plane-polar coordinates

Clear that in special case(s) where β = ±ω radial component of acceleration ar = 0.

Is this surprising? Our assumption is that r(t) = r0eβt ,
non-zero radial component of acceleration ar.

ṙ 6= 0 , r̈ 6= 0

Must avoid thinking of all coordinate system as Cartesian where

, but this does not imply a

ax = 0 ! ẍ = 0

.

This correspondence is not true in this case because basis vectors are also changing with time and
contributing extra terms to radial acceleration.
An important thing to remember is
Everything is not Cartesian coordinates. Be careful how you
interpret some system behaviors in non-Cartesian coordinates.
Example
Particle moving in plane according such that r = 9t2 +6t and θ = 3t2 +2t, where r is measured in meters,
θ is measured in radians and t is in seconds. Determine the velocity and acceleration vectors as functions
of time. We have

Plots of radial acceleration versus time and x-position versus y-position shown in figures

Graphs clearly indicate that radial acceleration is zero at some time even though radius is always
increasing! Curve is a spiral.
Some Extra Mathematics - For later use.
Taylor Series
Let

Functions can be expanded in power series
1
X
f (x) =
an xn
n=0

Then, get by differentiation

1 00
f (0) = a0 , f (0) = a1 , f (0) = a2
2!
0

and so on.... or in general
Therefore

1 (n)
f (0) = an
n!

which is called a Maclaurin series for f(x) or a Taylor series for f(x) about the origin.
A Taylor series, in general, means a power series in powers of (x − a) where a = some constant.
Derivation of coefficients is identical to last derivation except that use x = a instead of x = 0. Let

Then, get by differentiation

1 00
f (a) = a0 , f (a) = a1 , f (a) = a2
2!
0

and so on.... or in general

1 (n)
f (a) = an
n!

Therefore

which is a Taylor series for f(x) about the point x = a.
Binomial Series
Consider following function f (x) = (1 + x)n. If expand this as Taylor series get

where
so that

which is Binomial series. For n = integer, series terminates and have an nth order polynomial.
Examples:

Taylor Series

Binomial Series

Complex Exponential

Newton’s Laws
In earlier discussions, learned how to determine position vector as function of time r⃗(t) if know initial
conditions and acceleration function

Now turn to task of determining acceleration function.
All new theories are blend of definitions and experimental results.
First look at experiments for some help in understanding what is going on.
Have very low friction track to carry out some experiments.
Will define statement that “an interaction is present” to mean that observe velocity of cart changing
in any manner or that cart is accelerating.
Make sure cart on track not “interacting” with anything by adjusting until cart remains at rest when
let it go... then “nothing” is “affecting” motion of cart on track or “interacting with” cart on track - by
definition.
Now place cart on level track - at rest(velocity = 0):
● cart remains at rest(because that is how set things up)
Give cart small push
● cart moves along track with essentially constant velocity
● cart will actually slow down and stop after some time has passed,
but will come back to that problem later in discussion

Not surprising result.
Motion only has meaning with respect to particular coordinate system are using.
For example, implicitly assuming coordinate system attached to track (at rest with respect to track).
Remember, free to choose any coordinate system.
Suppose as I pushed cart, you chose to run along side of it ...
that is, you decided to choose coordinate system that is moving uniformly with respect to track.
In particular, if choose coordinate system moving with exactly same velocity as cart,
then seems to be at rest, and already decided that if set cart at rest,
then it would remain that way
(as long as nothing is interacting with it and already said that was the case)
So not surprised if continues to move with constant velocity in other frame attached to track.
Define any coordinate system which is moving uniformly with respect to track as an inertial frame.
Therefore must have defined track as an inertial frame (the original one)
Note that have not as yet defined an"inertial frame".
In any such frame cart that was at rest in original
inertial frame (track), moves uniformly.
However, not all coordinate systems are inertial.
In coordinate system accelerating with respect to track, cart that was at rest does not have constant
velocity.

If define an “isolated” body as one experiencing no interaction, hence is not accelerating, then always
possible to find coordinate system such that isolated body is moving uniformly or is even at rest.
This seemingly circular set of statements is basically Newton’s 1st law.
Newton’s 1st law:
● inertial frames exist for isolated bodies (must be defined carefully)
● a body at rest or moving uniformly remains at rest or moving uniformly unless something interacts
with it (must be defined carefully)
If do not seem to be getting anywhere, that is nature of first law.
It is true, but its meaning is not clear until have 2nd law.
Alternatively, I might say that set of all frames where body is observed to be at rest or moving uniformly
are all equivalent.
If one of those frames is inertial, then all equivalent frames are also inertial.
NOTE: I still have not defined how to find one inertial frame.
Newton’s 2nd Law
What happens when cart not isolated ..... when interacts with surroundings ..... when accelerates.
Make cart accelerate in controlled manner .... that is, do physics experiment, well, sort of (remember, I
am a theoretical physicist).

Experiment: reporting results

• string attached to cart + objects attached to string (hanging over edge of table)
• 1 object attached → a1 (constant)
• 2 identical objects attached → 2a1 (constant)
So, more attached objects —> more interaction —> larger acceleration

• if add objects to cart → acceleration decreases
So, more stuff —> less effect from interaction —> smaller acceleration

• define amount of stuff = mass
We now use such an experiment to define the quantity mass in an operational manner

• arbitrarily pick some body and define mass to be 1 unit = 1 kg
(Old standard is kept in Paris - a platinum-iridium bar;
(New standard based on Planck’s constant and QM)

• let some object interact with another object on a string and measure
its acceleration a1; call its mass m1

• let a different object interact with the same object on the string and measure it acceleration a2,
then we define its mass to be

Called an operational definition of mass ratio.
If one of objects is unit mass, then this is determination of absolute value of mass (ratio with 1).
Can use procedure to define mass of all bodies.
“Operational” definition would not have any significance unless independent of experiment used, i.e.,
that ratio of masses independent of how we produce the accelerations.
It is!
Mass ratio independent of source of acceleration and appears to be an intrinsic property of a body.
An operational definition of this sort is useful if it has wide applicability.
Concept of mass defined in this way is an example.
It holds for everyday objects, atoms, nuclei, elementary particles, planets, stars, galaxies and so on.
Now define quantity called force.
We define “interaction” or operation of object acting through string on cart as object (or string)
applying a force to cart.
Description of how to produce a force - NOT an answer to question - what is a force? That will
come later.

Experimental results:

• apply force → acceleration in given direction (given by string!)
• double force (add 2nd identical object and assume effect cumulative) → 2× acceleration in
same direction (if added mass small compared to cart)

• apply force in different direction → same acceleration but direction changes to new direction
• apply identical forces in opposite direction → acceleration = 0 or effect of forces cancel somehow
All of results can be ‘’explained or accounted for’’ if we make the following assumptions:

• force is a directional quantity .... it has magnitude and direction – it should be a vector quantity
• remember that acceleration known to be vector quantity
• define unit amount of force as that force that produces unit of acceleration (a = 1) when applied
to unit of mass (m = 1)

• experiments then say (or can be interpreted as saying) that
• F units of force accelerate unit mass by F units of acceleration
• F units of force accelerate m units of mass by F/m units of acceleration
Thus, from experiment(and various definitions) have

If do experiments in more than one dimension find

and
Units of force:
● mass = kilograms → kg
● acceleration = m/s2
● force =kg m/s2 = Newton
Experiment also shows that if two different forces act on same body, that is, if

then total force acting on body given by

or acceleration produced by several forces acting on body is equal to vector sum of accelerations
produced by each of forces acting separately, which confirms that force is a vector.
Clearly, then, total force is equal to vector sum of all forces.
This fact will be crucial to our ability to solve problems involving many forces.

Result called Principle of Superposition.
Will be found to hold in many different areas of physics, namely, electromagnetism, quantum physics,
and so on.
Summarize all of these experimental results by writing
total(net) or resultant force on a body = F~ =

X

a⃗ = total(net) or resultant acceleration due to F⃗

F~i

i

If a⃗i = acceleration due to F⃗ i alone, then

which is Newton’s 2nd law.
All of mechanics is derived from this single law.
Existence of a “force” is same as saying two bodies have “interacted”. “Interaction” responsible for
“force”.
An “isolated” body is one subjected to no interactions or no forces and thus experiences no
acceleration and hence has constant velocity (which is just Newton’s 1st law).
All known forces or interactions decrease with distance and hence it should be possible to actually create
an isolated object by getting it far away from everything else.

Later, will return to these ideas and try to define what is “really” happening during an interaction and
hence what is “really” meant by concept of a force and whether or not it is “really” necessary.
Newton’s 3rd Law
Have seen that force is necessarily result of an interaction between two systems.
Made explicit by 3rd law.
3rd law states that forces ALWAYS appears in pairs, that is
If system B exerts force F⃗ AB on system A,
there must be force F⃗ BA acting on system B, due to system A,
such that
Summary of Newton’s Laws
Newton’s 1st law
Inertial frames exist for isolated bodies.
A body at rest remains at rest unless it interacts with another body.
The velocity of a body remains constant unless it interacts with another body.
MODERN VIEW : In the absence of interactions, an object moves with constant velocity.

Newton’s 2nd law
Resultant or Net Force = mass x resultant acceleration (a vector equation)
(mass must be defined for each body)
Newton’s 3rd law
MODERN VIEW : When systems A and B interact, the force that the interaction exerts on A is
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force it exerts on B.
So, If you push a book across a table,
the force that you feel is NOT the force that makes the book move.
It is the force that the book exerts on you.
According to Newton’s 3rd law these two forces are equal and opposite.
Will return to these laws (definitions) after define linear momentum and find that after introducing
conservation laws, 3rd law is most fundamental of three Newton’s laws.
Applications of Newton’s Laws
There are number of distinct steps that we must be careful to carry out when we try to apply Newton’s
laws to any physical system.
Now outline this procedure and then apply it to a range of problems in order to learn method.
Procedure is not only way to approach these problems. It is just most straightforward and easiest to apply
at level of this course. Later, I will show you another procedure that is used at a more advanced level.

In many of our examples, it will not be clear how to extract proper information that will allow us to
apply our well-defined procedure.
This is simply an example of well-known fact that no procedure, no matter how well it is stated, can
substitute for intelligent analytical thinking on your part.
You will have to think about and understand physical systems under investigation well enough so that
you can extract information you will need to apply procedure.
Procedure just organizes your thinking processes and gives you step-by-step process for determining
information you need to solve problem at hand.
Procedure:
(1) Divide physical system (collection of physical objects) into smaller systems, each of which can be
treated as a point mass.
This is standard reductionist approach to solving problems.
It has been a successful approach in science for centuries.
It relies on assumption that smaller a system is, more fundamental it must be, and therefore, easier
to understand (it is assumed).
Assumes also that once understand small fundamental systems, can reconstruct behavior or larger
system that they are part of by combining behaviors of smaller, fundamental systems in some way.
As I said, has worked very well for centuries. DOES NOT mean that will always work well.
Probably will fail in chaotic systems(see later), in study of elementary particles and gravity, in
complex biological systems and so on.

(2) Draw a force diagram for each mass as follows:
(a) represent body by a point and label it
(b) draw a force vector on mass for each force acting on it
● do not draw force vectors for forces exerted by body on other parts of system
● according to Newton’s laws ONLY forces acting on a body can influence its motion
Example: Consider 2 blocks at rest on a table as shown in figure
Replace with points masses.....and
add force vectors......see figure

For body A we have
F1 = force exerted on block A by block B
WA = the force on body A due to gravity (= weight of A)
For body B we have
F2 = force exerted on block B by block A
WB = force on body B due to gravity (= weight of B)
N = force exerted on body B by table (called normal force)

Note that all “contact” forces, that is, F1, F2, N act in a direction perpendicular to the interface(surface)
between bodies.
There are no other physical interactions that would produce a force on body A or body B.
When you say there is a force acting on an object you should always be able to identify
which other object external to the first object is causing the force. These are REAL forces.
These force diagrams are called FREE-BODY DIAGRAMS.
Do not confuse forces with accelerations! We only draw REAL forces on free-body diagrams.
Repeating this important point, in inertial systems, you should be able to answer
the question for any force that might be included on the free-body diagram:
What system(object) exerts this force on the body ?
(3) Introduce a coordinate system.- See figure
This must be an inertial coordinate system
(fixed to an inertial frame) for Newton’s laws to
be valid.

Using force diagrams write equations for force (acceleration) components for each body.

These equations are of form for ith component
where i = x, y, and z (or 1, 2, and 3).

The algebraic signs of each terms must be consistent with the directions
assumed in the force diagrams and with the choice of coordinate axis directions.
In the example above for block A, assume that the acceleration has a direction as shown (this choice will
be arbitrary as long as internal consistency is maintained in the system).
Then, Newton’s 2nd law gives
which says that

In a similar manner for block B we get

which says that

(4) If two bodies in the same system interact, the forces between them must be equal and opposite
by Newton’s 3rd law.
These equations should be written down explicitly. In this systems we have such a case:
magnitudes

In many systems, some or all of the bodies involved are constrained to move along certain paths
(like a ball bearing that is rolled down a track with a loop)

• Other examples are
• a pendulum bob which moves on a circle
• a block sliding on a plane must move on the plane
Each constraint is expressed by a kinematical equation —> a constraint equation. We must write down
all constraint equations explicitly.
We also have implicit constraints like the statement that the blocks are at rest on the table top. The
constraint equations in this case are then
(5) Keep track of which variables are known and which are unknown.
Force equations and constraint equations should provide same number of equations as unknowns.
This is best way of finding out that you either overlooked an equation (too few equations) or that you
are saying something that is incorrect (too many equations).
For blocks on table we now have full set of equations:

We can then carry out the mathematical solution of the equations to get
which make physical sense!
Having just crushed a peanut with a sledgehammer in the above simple system, let us now do
some other examples.
There is no other way to learn how to carry out this procedure except by doing a lot of practice
problems.
Along the way we will discuss all of the everyday forces we see around us so that we can use
them in later problems.
Newton's 2nd Law ---- More Examples
#1 - Simple Block - see figure

If F~1 = 2î and F~2 = 1ĵ calculate the resultant acceleration of block.
Solution:

#2 - Blocks on a Plane - see figures
y-direction

x-direction
which makes sense since internal force P should not
contribute to net acceleration. Note that I purposely
chose P in the wrong direction and it does not matter.
Solving for P we have
Negative sign indicates that have chosen incorrect
direction for P. Very important result!!

#3 What is the effect of pulling on a string?
Case 1: The Massless String
We have a block of mass M being pulled along a horizontal table
force F as in figure. Force F actually pulls on a massless rope which
in turn then pulls on block. If we isolate all of bodies as shown,
then 3rd law says that
The 2nd law says

That is, because the rope is massless, the net force on it must vanish.
This means that the force(tension) anywhere inside the rope is = F and that

A massless rope simply transfers the force without change to whatever object it attached.
If a massless rope changes direction (a pulley) then all that happens is the tension changes direction
without changing magnitude.

Case 2: Rope with mass
The same arguments give
and

which again makes sense - have simply increased total mass of system.
The tension in the string is not constant! As force transmits through rope it decreases!
We will consider other cases involving massive ropes as we go along.
#4 - Simple Pulley - see figure

What happens if W1 > W2?
The acceleration turns out to be
negative.
This just means that we assumed
the wrong direction.
same a

Notice that the tension T is not
affected.

#5 - Pulleys and Blocks Together - see figure
This implies the free-body diagrams in figure

All bodies must have same acceleration (assume that
strings do not stretch).
Can choose arbitrary direction for acceleration (since
in general do not know direction until after do
calculation). We just must make all choices internally
consistent.
If make wrong choice for direction answer will come out negative, indicating vector actually points in
opposite direction to what we assumed.
From Newton’s 2nd law we now get

or substituting for T2
then substituting for T1

Return to Circular Motion - now using plane-polar coordinates
Earlier we found, in general,

For uniform circular motion we then have

which says that

Circular Orbits
If an object is in circular orbit around earth(or any other body) then must have

with directions as shown in figure
Only force acting on mass m in orbit is gravitational attraction of earth

Therefore, Newton’s second law gives

orbital velocity

The period of the motion in orbit is given by

Suppose I wanted to be in orbit and remain stationary over a single spot on earth (geosynchronous
satellite). The period of motion would have to be 1 day.

More Uniform Circular Motion
A conical pendulum looks like figure
Only forces acting on mass m are gravity and tension. Since have
circular motion(say in x − y plane) we have following solution

The Vertical Circle
If we are on a ferris wheel(constrained motion) that moves in a vertical circle with constant speed we
have situations shown in figure:
At each point acceleration of mass m directed towards center of
v2
circle (constrained motion) and has magnitude a = r

, where
v is the velocity at that point. Force due to ferris wheel on mass
m can be considered as two components. One is tangent(in ✓ˆ
direction) to path of motion (circle) and other is radial
(perpendicular to path of motion) in r̂
direction. Let us
called radial component P. Only other force on mass m is it’s
weight, which is always vertically downwards. Radial and
tangential components of weight change as mass goes around
circle. At a point with angle θ (as shown) we have

In this discussion, only interested in radial equation of motion(as will see later, tangential equation
determines speed changes). We have

Therefore

What is happening?
At sides, weight is not helping us stay in circular orbit, that is, since P > 0, must rely on being strapped
into ferris wheel seat.
At bottom, ferris wheel always pushes upwards on us to keep us going in a circle.
At top, ferris wheel force can go either way depending on speed as we pass top.

maintain circular motion

Contact Forces
These are forces which are transmitted between bodies by short-range atomic or molecular
interactions(electromagnetic forces). Examples are tension in strings and ropes, sliding friction and
viscosity in a fluid.
Force is transmitted through a body at a finite speed (order of 4000 m/s). It is a direct interatomic
electromagnetic force. If a string is massless, then tension is constant throughout string. If string has
mass then tension varies through string in a manner that guarantees that all parts of string have same
acceleration.
Pulleys with no mass simply redirect a tension force in a string. If pulley has a mass, this is a more
difficult case. Must study rotational motion of a solid body before can deal with this case. Will do that
later.
Normal forces are equal and opposite forces that exist on interface between two objects. It is a direct
interatomic electromagnetic force.
Frictional Forces
Friction cannot be described by a simple theory.
It arises when one surface slides over surface of a second body.
Details of frictional force are very complicated.
General things we can say are:
(1) Frictional force always opposes motion; it is opposite to instantaneous velocity

(2) Frictional force is different if body is at rest than if it is moving
(3) If a body is not moving due to a force acting on it because of friction then frictional force is equal in
magnitude to whatever force has been applied and opposite in direction
(a) There exists a maximum such static frictional force

(4) For surfaces moving over each other

(5) For regular surfaces - not very smooth - friction force does not depend on area in contact because
actually very little of area is in contact.
Frictional force is due to direct atomic forces; if can get more atoms close to each other than frictional
force should increase with contact area (proportional to number of atoms interacting).
If brought two perfectly flat(perfectly smooth) surfaces together frictional force would be very large (not
zero) and surfaces would actually stick together.
Viscosity
A body moving through a liquid or gas is retarded by a force due to a property called viscosity.
In many cases, this force has a simple velocity dependence - it is proportional to velocity. If velocity gets
too large this simple relationship breaks down because of turbulence effects. So we can write

Inertial Systems and Fictitious Forces
Suppose that have two frames of reference as shown below.
Suppose that one of frames is inertial frame so that Newton’s laws are valid and second frame (see
origins) is separated from first by vector R⃗ (t) as shown in figure.
We then have relations (for any particle being observed by both frames)
This gives
which implies that

If R(t) = 0, then Fapparent = Ftrue or second coordinate system is also inertial.
If we carry out measurement in a non-inertial frame (earth for instance) what can we do to get correct
equations of motion?
We will use the equation
and think of last term as an additional force → a fictitious force, because NO REAL INTERACTION
IS INVOLVED; it is there only because chose to use a non-inertial frame where Newton’s law does not
hold.

We can write
where
Fictitious forces are useful in solving many problems but they must be used with great care.
Centrifugal force is such a fictitious force.
It only exists in a rotating reference frame!
Equilibrium
The earlier example with the blocks on the table represents a system in equilibrium, which is the simplest
application of Newton’s laws.
Let us define equilibrium in general.
Equilibrium corresponds to the absence of any acceleration
Newton’s second law then says that we must have

or system can be acted upon by forces but their vector sum must add to zero
We will see shortly that equilibrium requires a second condition to prevent rotational motion.

Newton’s 2nd Law - Everyday Forces and More Examples
The theoretical physicist spends a lot of time trying to understand experimental results.
She will then try to synthesize them into some theory.
This usually involves guessing the form the interaction between objects in the system under
investigation.
In study of mechanics, this involves coming up with force or acceleration functions to represent forces
that affect motion of objects in macroscopic world.
There are only three fundamental interactions at this moment
Color charge → quark-gluon interactions → strong interactions.
Electric charge→electroweak interactions of leptons, vector bosons like the photon, and quarks.
Mass or energy → gravitational interactions between all bodies.
The so-called Standard Model of Elementary Particles combines first two into single interaction and
ultimate hope of Loop Quantum Gravity is to combine all into one fundamental interaction governing all
things.
A manifestation of the electroweak interaction are electric and magnetic fields.
Another is the weak interaction.
Strong and weak interactions are extremely short range (less than 1 fermi = 10−15 m) and we can neglect
them in this course.

Electromagnetic and gravitational interactions are essentially infinite range.
If both are present electromagnetic interactions will usually dominate.
If bodies are neutral (no net electric charge) then gravity dominates as in planetary motion.
What kind of force is exerted by common objects?
Force Due to Gravity
The study of mechanics really started with investigations about gravity. Newton figured out the force
law for gravitational interactions and was able to derive Kepler’s laws of motion for planets, which
were obtained from experiment.
Newton’s Law of Gravitation

Figure above represents two massive bodies interacting via gravitational force. We have

or

where the vectors are defined as shown in figure right

That is, force is proportional to product of masses and inversely proportional to distance between them.
Constant of proportionality is G = 6.67×10 N-m2/kg2.
The gravitational force has a special property in relation to Newton’s 2nd law.

or acceleration due to gravitational interaction is INDEPENDENT of the MASS being accelerated !!
Gravity Near the Earth
For now will assume that force due to gravity on earth can be represented by simple expression

or that everywhere in laboratory (not too large a volume) force of gravity points vertically downwards
(a constant direction) and has a constant magnitude mg where

How good an approximation is this?
The exact gravitational force law is

where Rearth = radius of the earth, Mearth = mass of the earth, r = distance from center of the earth to the
object, m = mass of object and h = height of object above the surface.
Clearly, force is actually along a radial line r̂ab = r̂ (we will also need a correction for rotating earth
later on) and varies with height above surface.
In a laboratory let us say that

and as shown in the figure

Therefore, we have F~g =

mg ĵ to a very good approximation.

Weight
The “weight of a body” = the reading of a scale that it rests on.
Consider the following situation.
Imagine a turtle on a scale in an elevator and the elevator is
accelerating upwards with acceleration a. It looks like figure
The force diagram is as shown

where N = force scale exerts on turtle and thus = “scale reading”
= apparent weight.
Setting up and solving Newton’s 2nd law we notice that the weight
is equal to

If elevator was not accelerating, then apparent weight is mg = force due to gravity. We define this to be
the “normal” weight of object on surface of earth.
We can now understand what “weightless” means. If our acceleration is −g (= g downwards) then the
scale reading = 0 and we are weightless. So, if the elevator cable broke, the turtle would be weightless
until the elevator crashed into the bottom! More about this when we go into orbit later.

Springs
The force exerted by a stretched spring (lying along x-direction) is given by

and x is measured from the equilibrium
position of the spring as shown in figure
Ropes and Rods
Non-rigid objects like ropes can only pull, while objects like rods can both push and pull.
The pull of a rope is directed along its length.
Newton’s 3rd law says that the object pulls back on the rope with the same force in the opposite
direction, putting the rope under tension, which is then transmitted throughout the rope.
What happens to the tension as it is transmitted through the rope?
We will assume for a while that ropes do not have any mass.
Consider a piece of rope with a tension of T on one end.
Assume the rope is split in two and the tension changes as shown in figure.

Look at the piece on the right and apply Newton’s 2nd law. We get

because the mass is zero.
This says that tension is transmitted unchanged through a massless rope or T = Tʹ = Tʹʹ = … and so on.
Example
Consider an object which is held up (in equilibrium) by a person using two ropes in configuration
shown in figure
The vector sum of the forces must equal zero.
This implies that

We have
Tʹcosθ−T cosθ = 0 → Tʹ = T as expected in this symmetric configuration

What happens as the person holding the weight makes the angle smaller and smaller?

